Overcoming Hurdles in Ohio (OHIO YAB) Code of Conduct

_In order to reduce stigma for foster care youth, OHIO YAB members must represent the change we want to see in the foster care._

1. I agree to behave in a manner that brings respect to the OHIO Youth Advisory Board at all times.

2. I recognize that I serve as a role model for foster care youth throughout the state.

3. I agree to behave in a respectful manner to peers, authority figures, and most of all to anyone I want to educate to make a difference.

4. I agree to participate in OHIO YAB activities and opportunities to the best of my ability, while remembering to listen to others.

5. I agree to safeguard the reputation of the Board by not participating in substance abuse and/or illegal activities.

6. I recognize that the way I present myself on social media can positively or negatively impact my credibility, and the credibility of the OHIO Youth Advisory Board.

7. I agree not to post profanity, sexually explicit language or threatening or abusive language online.

I have read and agree to abide by the OHIO YAB Code of Conduct, and understand that violation of the Code of Conduct can be cause for dismissal from the Board.

_________________________  ______________________  ____________
Printed Name          Signature          Date
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